Abstract:. We show, for the first time, simulation and experimental results on the resilience of incoherent spectral codes to continuous-wave and amplitude-modulated interference which may be applied to opticalwireless communication and optical packet switching.
block to cancel the DC offset inferred by SSK. Average optical power levels are shown in the table-inset of Fig. 1 . The simulated balanced PD is constructed by subtracting the output of two standard PIN PDs which have a sensitivity of -20 dBm. The device used in the experiments has a much lower value, and therefore the large difference appears at measurement point D because simulations and experiments are done at the sensitivity-limit. 
Simulation results
The setup shown in Fig. 1 is simulated in [5] and its performance is analyzed via the quality of the eye diagrams at the receiver by means of the eye-opening factor (EOF). The EOF is a statistical metric defined in the simulation software and may be used to express penalties at increasing interference powers. All simulations have been done with the spectral codes denoted as "PCI 11" in [4] in order to allow the results to be verified by experiments. More complicated codes have been used in [6] using a similar setup. We have benchmarked the simulated system and error-free operation or severely degraded performance is found for EOF values above 0.80 or below 0.65, respectively. A measured PCI 11 (a complementary set of spectral codes; 5 nm wide) is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 with three positions indicated namely "Center", "Side" and "-3 dB" to which the wavelength of the DFB lasers are tuned. The first two positions represent the worst-case scenario because the interferer is placed on a pass band of either A(f) or A_(f). The "-3 dB" position represents the best-case because the interferer power is equally spread and, via balanced detection, should be reduced to a small contribution. In the simulation the DFB's output power is varied from -20 to +10 dBm in steps of 1 dB considering two cases: firstly for optical code transmission at the receiver's sensitivity limit by adjusting the ATT value, and secondly after lowering the ATT with 10 dB. Relatively, both cases should give similar results. At each step the EOF value is calculated after receiving 64 bits at 1 Gbit/s using a standard pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) generator in [5] . A higher number of bits should be simulated in order to obtain more reliable results, however, limitations in computer processing power did not allow this here. The interference-to-code-ratio (ICR) is also determined which refers to the difference between the average power levels of the interferer and the spectral codes at the read-out of an optical spectrum analyzer.
The results are shown for a CW and AM interferer in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) which confirm that the position of the interferer has a distinguishable impact on the transmission performance at higher ICR values. The positions "Side" and "Center" should give the same results while Fig. 2(a) indicates that "Side" has a slightly better performance. Most probably this is because of a tuning error in the DFB's wavelength. Fig. 2(a) and (b) indicate that the optical code transmission system may tolerate an ICR of about 15 dB in case of a CW and 4 dB for an AM interferer regardless its position in the optical code. The code is more tolerant to CW interference because of the time-varying intensity variations added by the AM channel to the "1" and "0" signal levels which cause a stronger closure of the eye diagrams. Optimizing the position of the interferer gives at least a 5 dB gain in ICR. In that case, simultaneous data transmission using an optically encoded channel and an AM data channel could be feasible. With respect to the AM data channel performance, it does not matter where the channel is placed in the spectral code because in all cases the spectral code only adds a small constant or slightly varying DC offset. It is therefore the ICR threshold value that is relevant in this case, that is, the signal power at which the AM channel becomes dominant.
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Experimental results
The setup depicted in Fig. 1 is realized in the lab for bit error rate (BER) measurements in order to verify the performance. Only the CW interference could be implemented (setting 1) and the system is operated at the error-free limit (ATT=0 dB) before the interferer is added. In the experiment, the DFB's output power is varied from -4 to +4 dBm in steps of 1 dB and the BER is measured at each step for the "Center" and "-3 dB" positions for a 1.25 Gbit/s 2 7 -1 PRBS and 100 s time gating. The "Side" position did not produce accurate results, and therefore these are not shown here. The measured BER curves and eye diagrams are depicted in Fig. 3(a) and (b) . The results in Fig. 3(a) indicate that the experimental system has similar trends as in Fig. 2(a) , however, at lower ICR values. Already at ICR=0 dB the interferer influences the performance. Fig. 3(b) shows severe interference on the +1 level if the AM channel is positioned in the "Center". The interference is spread on both levels if it is placed on the "-3 dB" position. 
Discussion
This work shows results of a first study on the resilience of an incoherent spectral code transmission system to inband CW and modulated optical channels via preliminary simulations and experiments. Essentially, the position of the interferer with respect to the spectral code determines the amount of interference that may be tolerated for errorfree operation. A wider spectral code increases the resilience to an interfering channel [6] . In-band multiplexing of a spectrally encoded channel and a modulated wavelength channel is found feasible in the simulations which may be applied to other applications than solely data transmission such as radio-over-fiber (RoF) and optical packet switching. Regarding the former, [7] exploited the resilience to multiplex RoF signals generated by a harmonics generating technique, i.e. optical frequency multiplication, with spectral code transmission to remotely modulate wireless channels. Regarding the latter, a spectral code may be used as an in-band label to route data packets similar to [8] which uses static in-band wavelength channels in 160 Gbit/s optical packets.
